West Coast League
Round 2 Power Rankings
This round sees some big movement on the power rankings, with some teams
starting to rise and others slumping back to the rest of the pack. The
power rankings will be reviewed after the completion of each round.

1. Durak Stokal 1
Showing a clean pair of heels to the rest of the competition the Stokal
are the only undefeated team after two rounds. Once again Coach
Frosthammer employed his favoured grind tactic and was rewarded with
another clean sheet as his defence worked over the Puppies, leaving few
of the manlings able to take the field by the end of the game. Okri
Peakgrinder proved to be the difference on defence with his ability to
seemingly remove Puppies players at will, such was his impact on the game
that the Puppies coach could be seen screaming for his blood from the
sidelines. Although the offence was the typically slow dwarven offence,
Redegar Goldseam seems to be benefiting of his private agility training
sessions, clocking up a touchdown and two completions during the game.

2. Man-Terror Raiders 5
The early doubts about the Raiders offence have been laid to rest by
their dominant performance over the Grudgebreakers, crossing into the
endzone five times, yes that’s right folks, this rag-tag collection of bonebags managed to not only score but did it five times! The defence wasn’t
as violent as last game but managed to keep the opposition out of their
own endzone, an effort sure to please Coach Watto. Once again Smelly-It
Wighthead led the way on defence, accounting for both the team’s casualties.
It should also be noted the team necromancer was able to patch up both
injured players so that the Raiders will be at full strength for their
next game. To add insult to injury the necromancer was able to animate
some dead nobody from the Grudgebreakers. The Raiders are already
stamping their authority on the league and this old soak believes this
will be the team to beat come the end of the season.

3. Gang Green Jets 1
After so much pain delivered to the opposition once again a team failed to
capitalise on their outstanding defensive work. The Jets had their fans
on tenterhooks as they barely managed to salvage a draw in a game where
they showed the A’holes how a real bash team plays the game. After an
outstanding performance in the first game of the season Mummyhurt
Willkillson had a quieter showing, with Matt Clawte proving the key
playmaker late in the day to secure the draw. After the game the Jets
added to their roster, with the animation of Boof (dead A’holes Koka Kalin
Blitzer) by the team’s necromancer. I will never understand why teams
let their dead be handed over these undead scum.

4. K Town Street Rats 5
Coach DaBlackSkull seems to have worked miracles with his band of walkins and replacements as the Rats managed a solid win against the Bashers.
Although losing the bash battle once again, it was far less painful than
the last game. The defence once again provided a solid core to the Rats
game whilst the offence kicked into a higher gear with Speedy Bob carrying
the offence on his furry little back. We also saw The Cheese Meister in
a workman-like performance regularly feeding the ball to Speedy Bob, as
the gutter runner shredded the Bashers defence. The roster received a
boost with the hiring of Edam to bolster the line, although the team will
still need three journey-rats to meet the minimum roster requirements.
Although, after this latest performance this doesn’t seem to be too much
of an obstacle for the Rats.

5. Echo Beach Lightning 10
It would appear that somebody had a word with that useless Elf Union
rep as there are unconfirmed reports his bloody corpse was found in an
alleyway behind the local stadium. The Lightning have announced
themselves to the rest of the league with an emphatic win over the Da
Klan. With what can only be described as an exhibition of elf skill and
guile, the Lightning run around, leapt over and danced through Da Klan.
The scoreboard at the end of the game showed 4-1 in favour of the
Lightning. With no one dominant player on offence, the players shared the
ball around like they were on the practice field and Da Klan players were
just tackle dummies to dodge around. Although the defence limited the orcs
to a single touchdown, it was unable to prevent the orcs taking out their
frustration on Nym Domoira and Wistari Holavarus. Nym will not see the
sun ever again and Wistari will need further medical attention before he
can return to the field, with reports stating it he should only miss one
game. The Lightning have made the biggest move this round and some may

question this after only one game but Coach Drew is an old hand and
knows how to motivate elf teams to perform, once the union guys have
been taken care of!

6. Manic Mud Puppies 5
Talk about crashing back to earth with a thud! The Puppies couldn’t
replicate their great form against the Stokal. With attrition slowing
working against them they were increasingly forced into desperation plays
and Nuffle mocked them with glee at every turn. As bad as the day may
have felt for the team and fans, Austin Beck has proven to be a
cornerstone player of the team, working hard on both sides of the ball.
Once again injuries will hamper the team with both Gregor Harman and
Gavin Wakefield missing the next game due to injuries. Of particular concern
to the coaching staff is Wakefield’s injury, as it seems that he will be
carrying the injury to the end of the season as the medical staff have
already scheduled him in for post season surgery. Fortunately, Lucas
Garnet will be back next round to add some zip to the Puppies offence.

7. Overdosis 1
Facing their high elf cousins on the astrogranite, I expected a lot more
violence from the dark ones. Alas, it looked more like a slap fight between
two Halfling toddlers fighting over half-eaten cream bun. Overdosis were
found lacking in defence as they were unable to slow down the aerial
attack of the Dragons, although their own air attack seems to be
developing into something of a threat. There were no stand out
performances and we can only suspect the lack of rerolls curbed any
enthusiasm for adventurous play calling by Coack Miki.

8. Bloodclaw Ravens 6
I have some deep-seeded suspicions of a chaos chosen team that makes
completions! Followers of the chaos gods are they? Where is the violence?
When are the rivers of blood? The fans are growing restless with the
serious lack of violence from this team. Pastern lead the attack through
the air with two completions, Mind you this effete beastman better watch
his back because some disgruntled fan is bound to try to take him out for
being a soft elf-wannabe! With that unpleasantness out of the way, let’s
get back to the fact the Ravens won a game and that perhaps Coach
AdvanceOp isn’t as insane as many think. The defence was solid keeping
the opposition scoreless, although the death of Gaskin soured the victory.

9. Da Klan of Kliffhangahz 6
How the mighty have fallen. Coach Brookesy spent the week telling any
reporter who would listen how his team will tear apart the Lightning in
their upcoming game, introducing the hapless elves to power football of
the most brutal variety. Obviously no one told the Lightning and the
complacency of Da Klan left them looking stupid on the field and their
coach fuming on the sidelines. Even a change of tactics in the second half
proved too little too late to save the game. At the post-game press
conference Coach Brookesy tried to put a positive spin on the game but it
was obvious he was embarrassed by the effort of his players. The only
player who seemed to have turned up with brain engaged was Tony Orc,
who managed to get the ball into the endzone as well as hammer Wistari
hard enough to warrant the elf’s removal from the pitch. It will be
interesting to see how much Coach ‘Rex’ Brookesy runs his mouth leading
up to the game against the Tru Bloods.

10. Emerald Dragons 3
Dragons notched up their first win, with very little in the way of bashing
but plenty of flash. Sastean put on a passing display, showcasing some
real arm strength as he moved the ball down field to lead the offence to
two touchdowns. The WR1 slot looks to have been secured by Cathaen as
he seems to be the favourite target of Sastean. On a more sobering note,
Lilobeol will be missing the game after suffering a severe concussion during
the game, unofficial sources from inside the team talked about the injury
possibly making the line-elf more susceptible to helmet hits. The medical
staff are sure to keep a wary eye on this as the season progresses.

11. Western Grudgebreakers 6
Who spiked the Grudgebreakers pre-game drinks? I have to ask because
that’s the only explanation for such a deplorable exhibition of ‘Blood
Bowl’. Although the denizens of the dark lands managed to land a few
solid hits on the Man-Terrors (bloody regeneration saved the opposition),
they had no answer to the barnstorming deadite offence. Five touchdowns
later and I am sure they were glad to hear the final whistle. Even sadder
for the Grudgebreakers was the loss of everyone’s favourite hobgoblin,
Mirth. Team officials have announced there will be a memorial for Mirth
next week so that the fans can have a proper place to show their grief
for so beloved a player – you didn’t believe that did you? We all know
that corpse is now a hobgoblin zombie on the Man-Terror Raiders roster.

12. Armadale A'holes 4
The game started so well for the A’holes, skipping out to 2-0 lead by the
end of the first half and then stalling the Jets for most of the second
half until eventually the attrition got the Jets their first touchdown.
The remnants of a team the A’holes could field for the final drive meant
the Jets were able to deny the A’holes victory. The game proved costly
in terms of player availability with Boof killed during the game, Danika
forced into retirement due a debilitating leg injury and Beth needing extra
time to recover from the damage to her arm.

13. Bon Temps Tru Bloods BBC 4
Yamn, another draw…Nuffle ain’t happy! These vampires just can’t seem to
get over the hump and finish off an opposing team. I have noticed that
we are seeing a definite pattern when it comes to leaders on the pitch,
with Eric showing his team-mates how it’s done on defence and Bill leading
the way on offence. The Vampires will once again be short a thrall for
the next game as Maudette recovers from severe blood loss and sacroileitis.

14. Tennessee Tainted 3
A step forward with a win but with many other teams in the league
showing improvement the Tainted slide down the rankings. Although they
didn’t win their latest game, they still didn’t lose. Positives from the
game? Well not many really – I guess the fact Bulging Eye managed a
completion is good, and Grey Ague crippled a thrall is a positive as well.
It can be said the roster is stable and hasn’t suffered any great harm,
thus leaving Coach Brunificus with a good foundation to strive towards
his first win with the team.

15. Da Badland Bashers 3
Seems like the Bashers can’t catch a break, being taken down by a team
almost half of which were temporary replacements. The defence seemed
unprepared for the speed of their skaven opponents and even though they
did deliver some hurt, it just wasn’t enough. Unusually for an Orc team,
the Bashers seem unable to maintain any roster stability, with another
player, Gitsnik, missing their round three game due to a heavy concussion.
Also, Ragnag has redeemed himself enough in the eyes of his team mates
to earn the coveted game ball and the MVP.

16. Blacktongue Raiders
So we have two Raider teams in the league and these particular Raiders
are the blood-thirsty, forget the point of the game type. Once again the

Orcs failed to get any momentum on offence, failing to find the endzone –
has anyone actually explained what the endzone is to these players? As
for the defence, although not able to stop the Ravens from scoring, they
did rough up the Ravens, with Rotgrub managing to cram his big black fist
through some hapless beastman. The rest of his team mates were so
impressed with this feat of hamfisted surgery that they immediately had
a meeting on the pitch to award him the MVP – and once again forgetting
why they were on the pitch in the first place, as the Ravens ran towards
yet another touchdown. Behind closed doors there has been much discussion
about Coach Roullette and how he seems to have been stiffed by team
management, who have given him a roster full of mindless morons dressed
as blood bowl players.
There you have it folks, who will rise and who will fall after round two?
Feel free to let The Stinky Dwarf know what you think of his rankings
on the WAFFL facebook page.
Signed
The Stinky Dwarf
There is only one Nuffle and Roze-El is his prophet!
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